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Category: Custom fields Estimated time: 0.00 hour
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Resolution:    

Description

When a project / tracker has an important number of custom fields, the issue presentation (when creating / visualizing) is "flat"

making it difficult to follow. Having the possibility to group some custom fields in sections / panel will improve readability and user

experience. An example of presentation is given in the attached file.

Related issues:

Related to Redmine - Feature #11361: Custom Field Groups, and User Specific F... New

Related to Redmine - Feature #35281: [Meta] (Issues) Custom (and Standard) Fi... New

History

#1 - 2013-12-16 18:39 - Dipan Mehta

Add related #11361

#2 - 2013-12-18 06:22 - Toshi MARUYAMA

- Related to Feature #11361: Custom Field Groups, and User Specific Fields added

#3 - 2014-02-20 04:33 - Jaap de Haan

Maybe another solution is to have horizontal separators + title (sections). It might be simpler to implement like a "dummy" field in the list of custom

fields. The separators become visible if any custom field is following and are hidden otherwise. No empty sections are allowed. This would also help

increasing readability in the case of big amount of fields.

#4 - 2015-04-19 10:05 - Alex Alex

+1

#5 - 2015-08-23 13:01 - Omar MEZRAG

+1

#6 - 2016-03-30 13:34 - Laurent Girard

+1

#7 - 2016-06-03 09:40 - Shinji Tamura

+1

#8 - 2017-02-13 21:45 - Alisa M

- File oRiMapynd0E.jpg added

- File oJutbtGQguw.jpg added

- File custom_field_layout_editing.diff added

Maybe this patch can be useful.

It adds new tab to settings, allows to move custom fields and separate(or not separate) them with blank divs.

#9 - 2021-05-23 06:29 - Mischa The Evil

- Related to Feature #35281: [Meta] (Issues) Custom (and Standard) Fields Grouping and Positioning added

Files
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https://www.redmine.org/issues/11361


example-group-custom_fields.PNG 1.49 KB 2013-04-22 John Digital

oRiMapynd0E.jpg 75.3 KB 2017-02-13 Alisa M

oJutbtGQguw.jpg 69.1 KB 2017-02-13 Alisa M

custom_field_layout_editing.diff 20.4 KB 2017-02-13 Alisa M
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